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Organizations are pressured constantly to understand and react quickly 

to Information. With a capable and efficient business intelligence 

solution, all levels of an organization can receive information how, when, 

and where they need it to make faster and better aligned decisions. 

 

Many organizations often satisfy this complexity and these diverse 

demands with a number of point solutions. With IBM Cognos Business 

Intelligence (BI) solutions, you can satisfy needs throughout the user 

community and ensure that everyone can work and collaborate from a 

consistent set of data. In addition, IT is simplified with fewer components 

to deploy, manage, and maintain. 

IBM Cognos Business Intelligence provides a limitless BI workspace to 

support how people think and work. It delivers the complete range of BI 

capabilities: query and reporting, analysis, dashboarding and 

scorecarding on a single, service-oriented architecture (SOA). And it 

expands traditional business intelligence (BI) with planning, scenario 

modeling, real-time monitoring, collaboration and predictive analytics, to 

extend your BI capabilities. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With IBM Cognos Business Intelligence, users can: 

 Set targets, see results and understand what drives the numbers. 

 Create a common context for decision-making across every 

department. 

 Identify and analyze opportunities and trends. 

 Deliver trusted information for a single version of the truth. 

 Author and share information the way you want to—in reports, 

dashboards and scorecards. 

 Provide transparency and accountability to drive alignment and 

consensus. 

 Communicate and coordinate tasks to engage the right people at 

the right time. 

Organizations need to make the most of a workforce that is increasingly 

driven to multi-task, network and collaborate. IBM Cognos BI delivers 

analytics everyone can use to answer key business questions. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www-03preprod.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/business-intelligence/reporting.html
http://www-03preprod.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/business-intelligence/dashboarding.html
http://www-03preprod.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/business-intelligence/scorecarding.html


Trademarks 

IBM, the IBM logos are trademarks 

or registered trademarks of 

International Business Machines 

Corporation in the United States, 

other countries or both. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why Soft Solutions Limited? 
 

Soft Solutions Limited (SSL) founded in 1994, has emerged as one of the 
leading IT solutions and consulting companies in Nigeria.  
 

SSL helps customers address enterprise challenges by providing comprehensive 
solutions that combines innovative models and technologies with passion to 
solve business problems. 

 
We deliver technology solutions that are cost effective, easy to use and 

adaptive to enable next level growth. Our solutions provide the platform 

for an agile ICT environment that drives an organization towards set 

objectives. They instantly transform any organization and deliver visible 

return on Investment. At SSL, we are pragmatic consultants who bring an 

implementation perspective to all our work.  We realize that elegant 

solutions are meaningless unless they can be translated into sustainable 

business value. 

 
Head Office Address 
Soft Solutions Limited                                                 Abuja Office 
5, Alhaji Tokan Street,                                                 29, Amazon Street 
Alaka Estate, Surulere                                                 Maitama, 
Lagos State                                                                    Abuja, FCT 
Tel: +234-1-7612051-2, 7739864                             Tel:  +234-9-8709556 
 
E-mail: marketing@ss-limited.com 
Website: www.ss-limited.com 

 

mailto:marketing@ss-limited.com
http://www.ss-limited.com/

